
While it isn’t a great tone, it is better than it has any right to be with the quality of the laminate that is used.  It is a low 
end laminate tone, but it isn’t displeasing or too dark…but I used Martin 600 strings instead of what it came with.

UkeGuide

Scale Length Measured Scale Length Number of Frets Side Marker Dots? Body Style

Soprano 13.375 inches 12 (12 to body) No (Unfinished) Double Bout

Sound Board Back & Sides Fretboard Bridge Radius Fretboard?

Laminate Basswood Laminate Basswood ABS ABS Slotted Pull-Through No

Nut & Saddle Compensated Saddle? Finish Overall Length & Weight Tuner Type

Plastic No Whatever you do! 20.5 in., 12.5 oz. Low quality open geared

Action at 1st Fret Action at 12th Fret Nut Width Space @ 1st Fret* Depth @ 3rd Fret**

0.5 mm 2.75 mm 34.25 mm 8.51 mm (27.73 mm G-A) 21.75 mm

Bnineteenteam Soprano Ukulele DIY Kit

Cost 
(U.S. Dollars) $0 $1500

Value
Price exceeds value

Build Quality
Critical issues Appears flawless

Appearance
Plain Many appointments

Availability 
(At time of review) Difficult to find

Sound Quality
Poor

Volume
Soft/Muted Loud

Tone
Dark Bright

Price meets value Value exceeds price

Readily available

Excellent

Playability
Build makes playing easier

This kit was on sale a while ago at just over $11, so bought two of them to make with my son.  I am not a 
luthier, so our efforts were limited to sanding, assembling (gluing and some screws), and painting.  We chose 
to make matching Steven Universe Ukuleles.  They turned out pretty well, play okay, and we created 
memories.  As a ukulele, it isn’t great…but it isn’t the worst thing I have ever played.  If you can’t make your 
own ukulele and just want to have one assembling one…this is a great, affordable kit, even at full price.

$24 from Amazon (We bought two for just over $11 each on sale)

When assembled , it actually looks and plays better than some very cheap “real” brands, and the sky is the limit in terms of what you can do 
with a paint job (and your skill level).  No instrument features whatsoever.

Accessories Included: None 
Links: UkeStuff.Info  

A laminate tone with some brightness, not too much “tubbiness”, a little sustain and no overtones.

2.5 Ukes

*Between Strings 
**Top of strings to bottom of neck

The saddle and nut required a lot of sanding to get action to an acceptable level.  It is a little 
tricky to set the position of the fretboard.  The neck is thick and string spacing is tight.

The ukulele isn’t finished at all, requires sanding, and likely some filler.  While it has kerfing on the bottom, it has none on the top, has a 
plastic fretboard, the bridge is plastic, and the wood is very cheap laminate (but what did you expect for $24?)

You can’t buy the parts to make a cigar box ukulele yourself for $24, so while the parts may not be the greatest, this may be the 
best way to have fun assembling and painting your own ukulele, or scavenging parts for another build.

Decent volume
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Rating Summary Statement

Available on Amazon.

Build does not ease playing


